
 

 
ሓይሳን  
ጪዋ ተኪኤ ዓልበኪትዲ ኒከወዲ 
 
ጃቢሶ ይሰላምታስ ስኵሱ፡ እንታ እኽርዲ ይናዳን ተኪኤ 
ዓልበኪትር ክረድ ዋስስታዅለ ጕሂት ደሀሩ፡ ጃር 
ሸታከት ኣካንሊ ከለብርዶሉ ይሺዋንሊ እልብደኩንሉ። 
 
 
ወክት ደኰኵ፡ ሞላድር ሓለፍሰኵ፡ ፊዅት መሀድሰቲኽር 
ድደቲኽር፡ ከው ንኪት መንደርተነኵ፡ ኣመሪታ ሰደድ 
ጨበረነኵ፡ ኒስ ኣኵ ደኣም ገለ ጋራት ዲማ ለወትሰገው፡ 
ላትላዶንትክ ይኸ ኒዀርስክ ምኺርሰገው ህንበኵ። 
 
 
ተኪኤ ኤጳርቅና ከረኑዅሲ ገሪ ገፍድ ካቢሮኽር 
ዳበርድሮኽር፡ ኒዳግል ኒ ዓዋዲዲ ኒ ውሪናርዲት ቋለለ 
ዋሰለ እንገት መርወይሶ ከደማዅ ኪዳ ፈለዅዅ ግን። 
ኒን ኣርእስትሮ ሞላድ ሓዲስድ ደኵስናዅ ፊና ግን። 
እና ኒዕምርሊ ኒ ገሪ ስታታትዲ ወሰይስነዲሲ፡ እን ኒሹር 
መንብሮር መድ ዳግ፡ ኤጳርቅና ከረንዅድ ፍርገ እሰው 
ይማማተል ተውሃትድ ሕበርሰዅ፡ ኒዓቅም በቀቅጋዅ 
ወጨማ ካቶሊካ ኤጳርቅኒዅ ግን። 
 
 
 
ኒ ትምድር ይማምድር ከደምሰት ቋላ ኣኻዅና ግን። ኒ 
ደኵና እን ኒ እሱ እርገውሲ ኣተለለይድኖ ኣካን ባሮና 
ህንበኵ፡ መንግሥ ሰሚዅል ኣኾ መንጐሪትትናኻ 
ሊጝቲትነሊ። 
 
ኒታ ኣካን ትክያዅል ገምድኒት፡ ኒጪወዲ ኒከውዲ ኒ 
እከሉትዲትኻ ኤማን እውኒ ዩንጉሲክ፡ እንታ ጉሂር በና 
ኣኸት ሓበሩ፡ ቝጣ ሓለፍኒት የኵን። 

ናብ ዝኸበርኩም  
ሥድራ ቤት ተኪኤ ዓልበኪትን ፈተውቱን 
 
ኣቀዲመ ሰላምታ እናቅረብኩ፡ ብሞት ክቡር ኣቦኹምን 
ሓውናን ዝኾነ  ተኪኤ ዓልበኪት ዝተሰመዓኒ ሓዘን 
እናገለጽኩ፡ ኣምላኽ ኣብ ሥፍራ ብፅዕና ክቅበሎ ኣብ 
ጸሎተይ እዝክሮ።   
 
ጊዜ ይሓልፍ፡ ወለዶታት’ውን ይተኻኽኡ፡ ሕይወት 
ይፍጠርን ይጠፍእን፡ ሰባት ንሎሚ ይነብሩ፡ ንጽባሕ 
ይትስፈዉ፡  እንተኾነ ገለ ነገራት ፈጺሞም ዘይቅየሩ፡ 
ሓድሓድ ጊዜ’ውን ፈጺሞም ዘይርስዑ ኣለዉ። ንኸምዚ 
ዝኣመሰለ ምስ ተኪኤ ዓልበኪት ከተሓሕዞ ኣፈቱ። 
 
ተኪኤ ንኤጳርቅና ከረንን ብብዙሕ ገጻቱ ንምሕጋዝን 
ንምምዕባልን፡ ብተወሳኺ ንባህሉን መንነቱን  ብዘይ 
ረኣዩለይ ስምዑለይ ብተወፋይነት ዝሠርሕ ኣብነታዊ 
ምእመን፡ ኣበርክቶኡ ዘይንርስዖ ምዃኑ ንኽፍለጥ 
ንዝትክእ ወለዶ እነመሓላልፎ ተዘክሮ ኢዩ። 
ብርግጽ ኣብዚ ዕድሜኡ ምስ ብዙሕ ትልምታቱን 
ተወፋይነቱን፡ ኣብ ርእስቲ ናይ ግሉ ኣነባብራ፡ 
ንኤጳርቅና ከረን መላውጦ ኣብ ዝኾኑ መደባት ብትግሃት 
ብምስታፍ፡ ዓቅሙ ከይሓብኤ ዘበርከተ ኣባል ካቶሊካዊ 
ኤጳርቅና ኢዩ።  
 
ንሱ ብስቅታን ብመደብን ከምዝሥራሕ ኣብነት ኮይኑና 
ኢዩ፡ ሎሚ ናቱ ምሕላፍ ነቲ ንሱ ዝገብሮ ዝነበረ 
ክንትክእ ባይታ ገዱፉልና ኣሎ፡ ብርግጽ ኣብ መንግሥተ 
ሰማይ ኮይኑ፡ ከምዘማልደልና ኣይንጠራጠርን። 
 
ንኣኡ መንግሥተ ሰማይ፡ ንሥድራቤቱን ፈተውቱን 
ጽንዓት ይሃብ እናበልኩ፡ ናይ ሓዘንኩም ተኻፋሊ 
ምዃነይ እገልጸልኩም። 
 

 
 

  ኣባ ኪዳነ 
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My dear Tekie, my brother, coworker, advisor, source 
of wisdom, most of all a real and true beloved brother 
indeed. Your premature departure, your goodby, came 
soon. Yes, too soon indeed. I cannot ask why, because I 
will  not  find  the  answer.  I  cannot  ask  why  you, 
because we do not choose the order of who dies first and 
will follow next. All we can do really, is cry, shed real 
sorrowful tears, but our tears will not get you back. We 
will cry and shed our tears anyway. You left a big hole in our hearts and our community. Who will fill up that hole? Who 
can replace your place, smile, kind words, wisdom and hard work? We miss you terribly. My dear and beloved brother, I 
am going to miss our long plans and discussions about our shared dreams to help our people. Well, you completed your 
journey and started eternal life. May You rest in peace brother. May the Almighty receive you with His mercy. We pray 
for you. Thank you for everything. Thank you and Rest in peace my brother.
Dr. Amine Kidane



Tekie Albekit eulogy and condolences  
(Posted on the internet) 

Mussie Girmai: Tekie Albekit has been one of the pillars of our Diaspora 
community who has tirelessly worked all his adult life in exile to preserve and 
advance the Blin history, language and culture. He has been an unwavering and 
staunch supporter of the past and present radios intellectually and financially. He 
will be dearly missed by his family and the wider Blin community. May his soul 
rest in eternal peace. ተኪኤ፥በለድ እንዲል ራይሕስቲ፥ይነትኻ ኣን ፈላኻ እንቲ 
ተርስረኹሲ ተለይናኽር ሃቢን ይነት። 

Amanuel Shakir: Tekie’s legacy speaks louder, he lived a life and he left a legacy 
to his family and community! Its too soon, we will remember your for 
generations! ንጀኖ ድጝናዂ ኣኽላ ተኪኤሩዂ።ድኣም እና ገሪው ሃደግነሰና ዲማ 
መንደርታዂ እላ።ፈላኻ (legacy) ግን ዲማ መንደርታዂ።ተኪኤ ዋንቱ ገሪው ከደሞ፥ 
ገሪው ይነልድ መሃርዶ ኣንደቦ ደኩነዲን፥ ኒዋጅብ እሰ ደኩዂ።ጃር ሽጞ ደምቢ ኒምራድ 
ኣኽኒ። 

Teklehans Awed: በዳን ኣርሱዅ፡ወረቢ ገሸውልድ ላዅ ተኪኤ ዓልበኪት ጎስኹና፡
ጃር ረሓምኒት ኒጪወሳ ኤማን እውኒ። 

Mantai Zerezghi: May His Soul Rest in Peace. My condolences to Meharite 
Michael and his extended family. He will be remembered for his tireless 
contributions to our community. Every time I traveled to Norway he went out of 
his way to show me around. 

Bahta Yohannes: May his soul rest in eternal peace, condolences to his family and 
community! 

Gebru Gaim:ኪዳ ፈደና ፈደኽ ዲማ ጠትዑ መንደርቶክ :ክርድላ ተክኤ: ዓውትትሩኽ: 
ክራከብተጋኽ ግን ኪዳ ፈለኻ ባርናኻ ዲማ መንደርትና ግን: ብሊና ህጃምሊ ኣካን 
ሻኽሩኽ:: ጃር ኒምልክሊ ከለብርንኩት አማንዲ ሰብርድኻ መሓሪተድ ኩ ከውድሲ እውኒ 

Woldyesus Ammar: Yes, brothers and sisters, we all cannot have enough words to 
express our huge loss in this shocking passing away of Tekie Albekit, a 
community pillar hard replace. With a few years more, Tekie could have done 
more in addition to his past valuable contributions. I know he had a wonderful to-
do-list in his plate. Sadly, he is gone leaving the community orphaned. He is one 
of those whom we will miss for a long time to come. May his soul rest in peace. 
  
Kafel Negasi: ከበር ምቊላ! ይና ለፈክ ልኩኰል ሓረጥሱዅ፥ይና የው ኮሸሽቱዅ ይና 
ኤማን ሰልብስቲዅ ተኪኤ ኩሲርና ኣኹዅና ይትምና ኩጪዋስኻ ኪሰሪሲ ደበስኒ ኩትኻ 
ሻትካንዲ ፊዅድኒ።  

Teklezghi Yohannes: ገሪዂድክ በኸኽዳዂዲ ጎሀይዳዂዲ ከበር ግን ኒን።ጃር 
ትክያዂል ከለብርኒት ኒከውድ አማንዲ ሰብርዲ እውናት። 
  
Tsehaye Abraha: It is a huge loss for our community, but he has left a legacy for 
others to take his footsteps. My thoughts and prayers are with his family and our 
community. May his soul rest in eternal life. 
  
Haileab Andu: I am deeply saddened to hear of Tekie's passing. It is often hard to 
find the right words in a situation like this. Tekie will be remembered as a hero for 
his hard work and priceless contribution to the Blin community and advancing 
Blin language and history. It is a devastating loss. My deepest condolences to his 
wife and the entire grieving family members. May his soul rest in peace. 



Haile Tinsaew: ምቑላ ኣርሱዅ፡ኣባይካ ተከኤ፡ኵ ኣባይክ፡አማ ገድም ጃር ኒ ማል አክቦ 
ደንቢ፡ኒጀነትል ከለብርንኩት፡ዲመር ፊዂልኻ ጠፍሕድንኩት ተክኤ።ኤማንዲ ጠፋፍድኻ 
ኒ ጪወዲ ኒሻንዲትል ገምኒ።ቝጣኻ ጀኻትል ሓለፍኒ።ክራ ዋኑ ዓውተ አላ። 

Senait Girmai: Mera bedan ersuk hays dan Tekie sirena. Nifkad akin jar nihuqfil 
kelebrnkut ku ejalsika emandi ewunad 

Demsas Habtu: Condolences to Tekie’s Family and friends. We are saddened but 
very proud of what he did and of the legacy he left for the Blin community & for 
the Eritreans at large. 

Kifleamriam Hamde: 
ጋሩ ይና ብራ:  
እማናኻ ገሬ ንኪኻ ከታባ ዳብራ  
ተኪኤ ክርላኒ ጃቢቱዂ ግራ  
ኒራ ክሩዂ ይስቶ ሳብስተጋዂ ግራ 
አልብድነኩንካ ከብትነ ደምቢራ 

ኩ ፈለኻ ሀልያዅ ኣርባ ኤጠራብሰና 
ኣን ኒዀርስክ ቋልሊ ታዊህ ኩሰና 

ገኒዅ ኣኺ ገድም ጀነትኹራ ሻትክ        
ጐሀይድሩዅና ይነት ብሊን ናትክ 
ናድከልድ ፈርዱዅ ኣኽርነዲን ሻትክ 
ጪወዲ ወረባዲ ዳበሪ ኮውዲሲ ኤማን ኡውኒ። 

Amina Kidane: We lost a father, a brother, a friend and an intellectual who cared 
for his people. Tekie may you rest in peace brother. 

Bahlibi Tekle: I have been honored to be in the same class with Tekie for 11 years 
starting from grade 1. Tekie's community work started way back when he was in 
high school. For so many years, he has been the pillar and advocate of the Bilen 
language. We lost a giant and a productive member of our community. Eternal life 
for him and strength and comfort to his family. 
  
Mesghena Yasin: My deepest condolences to his family. May his soul Rest In 
Peace eternally. It is a great loss for his family and the diaspora Blin community, 
especially in Europe. My memory of him is at Keren High School in the late 
sixties. I knew him as gentle, calm and reserved. His contribution to the Blin 
language, culture, and history is immense. Rest In Peace, brother. Our thoughts 
and prayers are with his family and friends during this difficult time. May our 
Brother Tekie’s soul rest in peace. 

Yemane Kurban: It is sad to hear about the passing of our beloved brother Tekie 
Albekit. He is indeed one of our great Blin Icons. Although he departed from us 
physically, his contributions and legacy to the Blin community in the diaspora will 
remain alive in our hearts and minds. 

Hyab Yohannes: I cannot begin to process the sad news of Tekie’s passing. We 
have lost a true statesman who made a lasting contribution to our survival as a 
community, and will be greatly missed. My sincere condolences. 
  
Hiab Ghebresilase: May Tekie rest in peace. May God give his family strength in 
this difficult time. 

Tesfalidet Ghebresilase: Rest in peace, dear Tekie. May the Almighty God console 
the family. 



Abderahim Gime: Sad to hear about the passing of brother Tekie, may his soul 
Rest In Peace. 

Anday Tesfay: ዳን ተኪኤ ግናቲዲኻ ግናይ በሀሊንድኻ በሀር ርሑም በኪት ዲማ ትክሊ 
ከደማዅ ይናደራ ኒሕቁፍሊ ከለብርኒት። ኒጪወድኻ አማንዲ ሰብርዲት እውናት። 

Fessehaye Shekan: you lived a life very similar to that of christ by you humility 
and service expecting nothing in return. May you live close to him I heaven baba 
Tekie. 

ምሉእ ወልደዝጊ: 
ገርበሻዲ ጉባዲ ተኪኤ፡ተኪኤ፡ዎ ተኪኤ 
ክራ ምቊላ ፥ ንሰነማ እንከኤ 

ጃብራማ ጃቢትሮ፥  
ህጃም ክረጋዂ ባርዶ ኣበስተጋዂ ጎቅ ባርድዂ፥  
ኩዲመር ኮል ካርዶ። 

ውጋህ ኣኽኒ ክራ፣ ብታ ቊኒ ሸሸባ 
ሰማዲትሲ ቀንጠጦ፥ ንኪ ሰስዂ ኣረባ 

ገርበሸዲ ጉባዲ ፥ ዋስድንዂማ ከበርሲ 
እንታ ስርሲ ሓንቀልቀልዶ ፥ ከራዂ ግን የው የውሲ። 

ዲመር ጨነትና ፥ ደለብሱ እንተዳግ ኣስተርሖ ግንጅላ ፥  
ገንጂስለሉ ኒባብ ደንድኒ ጠጥዕድንዂ፥  
እንታ ከለብ ተከውሶ ኒስድቅዲ ቲዃዲ ፥ እንተዳግ ጀርበብሶ። 

ይላኒ ቂልስዂን ፥ ወሪ ይከስ ገረርዂ ደርብ ሺርዂለ ፥  
ታሚታዂ መረርዂ ገርበሸዲ ጉባዲር ፥  
ሕላጋት ጠፍሕሮ ጠሓላሎ ኣኽጊን ፥ መጋልብልድ ፍሮ። 
ኩትኻ ዲመር ጀነንትሊ ኩጪወድኻ ሰብርዲ ኤማንዲ። 

                     
Aman: Ohh what a sad news! My condolence to his loved ones, and eternal rest to 
him. I came to know his during my visit in Norway. He gave me a special 
attention, telling me who he was and with keen interest to know me. 

Fesseha Nair:ተኪኤ፡ይና ብሊንዲ ብሊናርዲ አንድበዲ መሱነዲ ዲማ ይናለበኪል ግን፡ 
ክራዲ ዋኺድኖ ቀደርነሊ ጃር ጀረቢኹካ፡ ስልክድ ሓየምስጋ ይለመለ፡ ኩፈለኸስ 
ተለለይድኖ ኩ መንፈስድ ካቢተና ጃር ኒሕቁፍል ከለብሮካ ኒዲ ኣኽሮ ይና ብሊንዲ 
ብሊናርዲት ኩህጃምሲ ተለለይድኖ፡ናትክ ብሊንዲ ብሊናርዲሲ ከደመውስኻ ጃር ኤማን 
ኡውን ይነት፡ኒትከስኛ ሻኒ መሓርተዲ ናትክ በተሰብሲ ጃር ኤማን ኡውንተት። 

Frezghi Woldemichael: ይና አደራ ኒ ከለብል ከለብርንኩት ተኪኤ።ኩ ከውዲ ኩ 
እንከሉድትኻ አማን እውናት። ኩ ስድቅ ምኺርሰገውሲ ኡሮና ህምብረኵ። RIP 🙏  
  
Zeremariam Fre: I am truly shocked to hear of the passing of our beloved brother 
Tekie Alibekit and we have all lost a shining light but his spirit and legacy will 
stay for ever in our hearts. For me this is one of these moments in life that are we 
lost for words. I am really sorry to lose such a dear dedicated compatriot friend 
with a super dedication to others.Tekie will be part of us and we will remember 
the friendship and love we shared. It’s a terrible blow to our community and Our 
hearts are shattered. We will miss him terribly and this is a man of great worth and 
we will never forget him.This world is cruel! May God give you strength and let 
time heal our pain, leaving only fond memories. Thinking of you all but especially 
his family at this sad time. 
     



Georgo Dirar: Oh my God what a shocking loss. We Blin have lost a true legend. 
May God bring his soul in eternal life and give his grace to all his family at this 
difficult time. I hope the rest of us can keep and expand his legacy. 

Tesfaalem Ogbamichael: ጃር ላውል ሻታከትድ ፊዅኒ!ገኒዅ ኣኽኒ፡ተኪኤ ዓልበኪት፡
ዲማ መንደርተጋዅ ኣኵ፡በለልስጊ መንደርታዅ ፈለኻ ባሮ ደኵዅ። 

Yohannes Medin: It is so sad and shocking to hear the loss of our dear brother 
Tekie in such a savage way. However, his legacies will live forever among us. 
may Almighty God grant him Eternal peace in His lasting Kingdom and my 
deepest condolences to the family, follow Inchinaqayt and to all Belayn 
worldwide. 

Keimet: Tekie Emed Kichin Fars Wed Farsotat Jar Nered Ewunchut Yenedan 
Nawek Fernohimbinach Derb ger Mengeste Semay Weres 

Mahder Berih: A great soul serves everyone all the time. A great soul never dies. it 
brings us together again and again. Eternal life for him and strength, comfort to 
his family and blin community. 
  
Lettenegus: ሚንግስተ ሰማይ እዊንት ንከዊዳ ጃር አማን እውናት፡ግርዋ ኪኺን ዳንድ 
እኺርዲ ዲህስንኹን። 

Ale: We lost a big pillar of our community, May the almighty GOD console the 
family and rest his soul in the eternal peace. 

Amanuel Tekle: SAD To hear Tekie Albekit Pass away May God Give Strength to 
Family and Friends May Your Soul REST IN PEACE🙏  

Berhin: Mesuna bilinakh yikhir tekie jar ni dimer jenetli kelebrinkut familysikha 
jar eman ewunat 😭 😭 😭 😭 😭 😭  very sad news. 

Mahmud Heyabu: Very sad to hear brother Tekie Ali Bakit passed away.My 
deepest condolences to his family and friends. 

Zeraslassie Shiker: May his soul rest in God's eternal kingdom 

Bahta Tesfe: May his soul rest in peace and my condolences to the family 
NBN:Very sad news, we lost a great man! 😭 😭  May his soul rest in peace. 

Omer Ali: Unhappy to hear our brother Telie Ali Bakit passed away. Our 
condolences to his family Hiwet Hagos: 😭 ❤ 😭 ❤ 😭 ❤  Very sad news, we lost a 
great man ! 😭 😭  

Fitsum Asfaha: 
ብሊናር የተምዅ 
ብሊናር የተምዅ፡ 
ዳበሪ-ሩ ከውድ ሓበርድንዅማ፡ 
ብሊና ጃህራይኻ መውዒ ፍድንዅማ፡  
ድይስፖራ ዲባኻ ወሸቓ ገምድድንዅማ፡  
ተኪኤ ዓሊበኪት ግን ክራዅ ዋስግድናኽርማ። 

Sincere condolences to his family & friends as well as the Blin 
community in general. 
  
Fikresus: Yarebi ynadera ni DIMER JENETLI KELEBRNIT nawk neseb emandi sebrdi 
ewntet ni lemelem yu seńwsi tebdnakhrdi legednakhrdi habin ynet. Sincere condolences 
to his family & friends as well as the Blin community in general.❤ ❤ ❤ ❤  



ሴፍሲ ላምሳ ሕረምድ ይድኖ ሄቦ፡  
ጊራ ኒል ጨግዕስተናዅ ግን ለቦ፡  
ጃሮይ እንተረኩካ ኩዳን ክሮ፡ብሊናር ግን የተሞ፡ 
ይኖ ሸንበርድኖ። ብሊናር የተምዅ! 
የዋ ብሊናር የተምዅ፡ 
ረበብስዅ ኣኽዅ የቲም ሸጐራ፡ 
ክንተዅሲ በ ካምቢትዅ ወረባ፡  
ኰድጚሳዅልድ በዀርዅ ጀ'ገና ሽማገለራ፡  
መቕርሓዅልድ በጠልቲ ባይኦራ ኢትየራ፡  
መገለይሲ አርእምቢዅ ኒግናይ ኒዳብራ፡ 
ዩ ሰጘው ተኪኤ ዓሊበኪቲ ወንቀራ። 
ብሊናር የተምዅ! 
የዋ ብሊናር የተምዅ፡ 
ጀቀፍሶ ድጝስተጋስዅ አምርልድ፡  
ረቀብሳዅ ራሕመትልድ ሕሳንልድ፡  
ዲማ ጅብራዅ እንጅቢናር-ልድ፡  
ጨንቃቕሶ ድጝስተጋዅ ምርግዲልድ። 
ብሊናር የተምዅ! 
የዋ ብሊናር የተምዅ፡ ኒህጃምልድ ኒጋብልድ፡ 
ኒሕላገትልድ ኒክቱብልድ፡ 
ዩኒኮድ ጉግሲ ከኸራዅልድ፡ 
ዳበርሪ ሰቐርሲ ገበራዅልድ፡ 
ብሪ-ጉርድ ብሊናር መታን ሰገራዅልድ። 
ብሊናር የተምዅ! 
ዓቅትራ ይግሪ ንጃብ ፍሪስረው፡ 
ኩከውድ ኣኽሮ ይሮ ሺራዅድ ተለምረው፡  
ንኪትልድ አመሪ ይሩ ደልም አር-ግረው፡  
ገድም መልእደና ይሮ ተፋነይሮ ባርደው። 
እማ ተባተክሮ ፈርዶ ደንቢ፡ ሓለፍኒ ኪሰሪ፡  
ካና እንቲ ተከልደሪ፡ ኣኽርንሪ ዲማ ፍሪትረሪ፡  
ግናይዲ በሀርዲ ንርትል ሻሚተሪ፡ 
ዓወድ-ዲ ምሁርዲ አምር ሊኩረሪ፡ 
ኣኽርንሪ ኩሱጝሲ ዲማ ጉድረሪ። 
ብሊናር የተምዅ! 
የዋ ብሊናር የተምዅ፡ 
ተኪኤ ዓሊበኪት ወንተረጋዅል ጋሺቶሰና። 
ኩትኻ ከለብርንኩት ጀነትሊ፡ ከብተውስኻ እውንኒ ኤማንዲ ሰብርዲ። 

Leteyesus Tesfai: Du vil alltid være i våre minner, takk for alltid kjære Tekie.  
Zeremariam Yohannes: Minnene lever videre, savnet er stort. Hvil i fred kjære Tekie. 

 

Rest in Peace Tekie Albekit


